Understanding
Your Challenges
Customized Logistics Solutions
for the Legal Industry

A prominent Washington, D.C. law firm was shipping a pouch to its London office
at the end of each business day but found it could no longer deal with the inflexible
pick-up deadline imposed by a large parcel company. The firm turned to Axis Global
Logistics for help and Axis addressed this need by arranging a late night pick-up
that allowed the firm critical additional hours to work on cases. At the same time
Axis shaved a full day off these D.C. to London shipments, providing next day
service with a 5pm pick-up.
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This law practice found out what other firms had already discovered – that Axis’
years of experience serving law firms and thorough understanding of the
challenges you face mean that it is able to design and implement a customized
single source logistics solution that offers you control and visibility and meets
your specific needs.

Partnering With Your Firm
Point to Point Service
Axis offers on-time, accurate, secure shipment to and from a variety of locations
including offices, courtrooms, hotels, record retention warehouses, copy centers –
wherever you need us;
Person to Person Service
The handling of confidential documents is of the utmost importance, which is why
Axis provides person to person service to insure these documents never end up in
the wrong hands;
Experience
Years of serving law firms means we understand that different types of documents
(e.g., mergers and acquisition, litigation) have different and precise delivery
requirements;
Customized Billing
We can invoice you based on case matter number, case reference number or any
internal code you designate;
Wide Range of Additional Services
Packing boxes; crating fragile or valuable items; shipping copiers, fax machines,
shelving units and other equipment; setting up trial war rooms – Axis can provide
these and other services as needed.

Axis Advantages
Customized Solution
Axis takes the time to listen to you and understand your challenges and then we
design and implement a customized solution that fits your needs;
Single Source Solution
Because we deliver to and pick up from any domestic or international location, Axis
can be your single source solution when it comes to shipping confidential documents;
24/7/365
We operate around-the-clock, every day of the year, which is essential for the
off-hour and rush shipments that can occur in the legal industry;
Cost-Effective
Experience tells us that law firms spend too much for shipping services and often
do not get the services they truly need – Axis takes your precise deadlines and
requirements into consideration and then ships in the most cost-effective
manner possible;
Advanced Systems
Axis offers its customers state-of-the-art order management, inventory management
and transportation management systems;
Online Monitoring of Shipments
Our Axis-Trak system gives you two-click access to shipment and inventory status;
Automatic POD Notification
You will know exactly when your shipment arrives;
Personal Service
Clients can speak with a key decision maker at Axis at anytime day or night when a
critical issue needs to be addressed.
A law firm depends on its partners for growth and success. As your shipping partner,
Axis can make a genuine contribution to that success. Please contact us at your
earliest convenience for a thorough discussion of your needs. We look forward to
designing and implementing a customized logistics solution that will increase your
efficiency and cut your costs.
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